Police Sergeant Tracker Bill Robinson of Grafton is said to have been the only bantamweight boxer in the world to have fought lightweights, welterweights, middleweights and heavyweights and beaten them by knockouts.

Very well known in the country districts, Bill has put on quite a bit of weight since his "bantam" days, but he is still a very useful fellow with the gloves.

Bill is particularly proud of his brilliant daughter Evelyn, who went on to the Teachers' College after proving herself an outstanding scholar at the Grafton High School.

Young Lionel Daley of Grafton makes a fine Cowboy in this outfit.

Delphine Binge and Madge Raveneau photographed whilst in Sydney.

The girls at Cootamundra celebrated Empire night in grand style. After entertaining the Cootamundra Brownies at tea, they had a roaring bonfire with lots of fireworks.

Later in the evening they had a "singsong" and everyone voted they had had a "wow" of a time.

Mr. J. R. Moom, Headmaster at the Murrin Bridge aboriginal school, is building up an excellent school library for his sixty-eight pupils who range from kindergarten to sixth class.

The Public Library sends along a box of books each term and another big boxful is on its way to Murrin Bridge from the staff of Dawn.